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Introduction – To click or not to click?
Phil Cracknell
Former Cabinet Office Cyber Security Lead, Cyber
Breach Advisor & CISO
“Digital teams are pressured to deliver on commercial priorities. Either, having
consulted infosec decision makers, project sponsors believe pay by link to be a
justifiable commercial risk, or they’re just running late tagging their infosec
team into the conversation.”
“The biggest battle CISOs fight daily is the one for hearts and minds, recognising
that humans represent the biggest threat and the first line of defence for any
security posture you’re trying to build. Awareness is the common subject that has
applied to each of my CISOs roles irrespective of industry sector.”
People have been dubbed ‘The Weakest Link’ when it comes to effective security
and with good reason. When phishing first appeared in 1995 we weren’t to know
it would balloon into the most common attack vector on the Internet. Well, we
know now.”
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Why is pay by link being adopted?
Alex Martin
Comptia Security+ Certified Infosec Advisor,
Cognisys Group
“Psychology is fundamentally the baseline of this, and
we’ve been trying to change people’s psychology into not
clicking the link. As we’ve been taking here, it makes me
think about the industry story concerning changing
passwords every 30-days—where now people are saying,
‘No don’t change your password, leave it the same.’
Maybe [with pay by link] this is a similar situation where
vendors are now saying, ‘Actually, click links!’
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Convenient, yes—but as secure as possible
Finbarr Joy
Financial Services, CTO and Non Executive Director, Answer
Pay
“…we’re seeing payment providers happily using these protocols.
Why would we make it so easy?... why are we not seeing more from
the regulators stepping in?”
“For years, security professionals have battled with technology
evolution to protect their environment, only to be circumvented by
the human element whose natural instinct is to click a link. After all,
that’s what Tim Berners-Lee intended links to be used for!
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An explosion of PBL services
Peter Cornforth
Commercial Director, Answer Pay
“Because of the pandemic there is a greater need
for remote payments, and so you are seeing more
providers enter the market space because there’s
greater demand.”
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Hackers are quick to adapt
KATIA GONZALEZ
Head of Fraud and Security at BICS, Chair i3Forum
Fraud Fight Group
"Fraud is a global problem that requires global collaboration to
address. We need to do more to stop the scammers at source.
This means greater collaboration across the entire
communications ecosystem. Telecoms firms, governments and
regulators need to work together, with better coordination
between countries, and an open, proactive approach to sharing
resources and information on the latest vulnerabilities.”
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The size and shape of the problem
Peter Cornforth
Commercial Director, Answer Pay
“The recipient bank that’s taking the money in does not have any
liability for any fraud that takes place.”
“There is regulation in the payment processing itself… what isn’t
regulated today and is very difficult to regulate is that delivery
mechanism and this is where the problem is… because it involves
different industry sectors and different people.”
“Normalising clicking on payment links as a behaviour opens that
fraud vector for fraudsters to overwrite and create fake websites
and fake payment services.”
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Mass adoption could make pay by link an opportunity
for fraudsters
Stephen Khan
Chair, Club CISO; RISCS board member; previously Head
of Technology and Cyber Security Risk, Group Resilience
Risk, HSBC
“If you look at the large technology teams, they have
psychology teams, though I suspect large cyber criminal
gangs also have psychology teams.”
[Why is it happening?] “A small enterprise is more about
generating revenue as opposed to looking at security and
may not have experts on the call to help them.”
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Phishing is always successful
Peter Wood
Partner and Lead Consultant at Naturally Cyber
LLP
“When you invited me to attend this panel, I did some
Googling and looked at the whole Pay by Link surface.
There was nothing I could find that reflected any form of
threat and risk analysis, any form of concern about the
consumer.”
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Are technical controls surrounding pay by link good enough to
make it safe?
Peter Wood
Partner and Lead Consultant at Naturally Cyber
LLP
“Social engineering is always the spearhead, the knife that
opens the wound for the target organisation, and of all the
social engineering techniques, email and email phishing have
always been the most popular…”
“I think we need to make more noise. If the regulators aren’t
doing what we wish them to do, I don’t see the information
security community or the cyber security community on its own
having enough influence to change them… it is in the end a
consumer protection issue.”
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Confusing the ‘don’t click’ message risks unpicking the work our
industry has already done
Alex Martin
Comptia Security+ Certified Infosec Advisor,
Cognisys Group
“I think the onus might be more a case of, is there some way of,
without breaking the security of the confidentiality of the
information in that link, encompassing something from the endusers perspective that allows them to validate that the sender or
the URL destination is legitimate…”
“...there has to be a third check… There is technology utilised in the
corporate world that breaks the link sent from an external
perspective and then forwards it on to you, so that when you click it
goes to the site that is legitimate.”
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Why are some members of the financial industry making
consumers a soft target for hackers?
Finbarr Joy
Financial Services, CTO and Non Executive
Director, Answer Pay
“There are alternatives. Request to Pay allows the payer to
communicate with the biller and in that context it’s the benefit of
enabling a conversational dialogue, and therefore brings the
convenience factors… but crucially adds far greater security as those
interactions take place inside the app provided by your bank…”

“The standard mandates mature, proven web-ready
authentication protocols—such as Oauth—so ‘spoof’ interactions
are not possible, and credential fraud is avoided.”
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The industry has a responsibility
KATIA GONZALEZ
Head of Fraud and Security at BICS, Chair i3Forum
Fraud Fight Group
“I think it’s dangerous to think that we can push the
responsibility on the end-users because these scams are
so well done that it becomes very difficult.”
“We have tried all possible channels to communicate
this message (not to click on links)to the end-users and
some may have understood, others not.”
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‘Providers are saying—Don’t worry, your customer will see your
logo on your website and see it’s you.’
David Toozs-Hobson
Director at Cyberfort Group
“We live in a tap-to-go society, everybody is looking to move cash
faster, quicker… and this is effectively a follow through on the ‘tap
and go’ mentality that society is adopting.”
“Education is critical for end-users. Maybe there’s not been
enough education for the public at large, children… where there
should be more internet security awareness education because
that will just grow as the children grow.”
“The receiving bank has got the money. A lot of the time we’re not
following the money enough. If you think about it, that’s where
the money is going and that’s where the money has got to come
back from.”
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We don’t have a reliable mechanism to inform
web users ‘you are who you say you are’
Ben de la Salle
CEO/Founder, ICA Consultancy Ltd, previously CISO
for Old Mutual Wealth
“People are going to be looking to play on your
humanity, they’re going to be looking to use
urgency… people are going to start to play on
those emotions, play on that desire to maintain
that connectivity and that access.”
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What can be done?
KATIA GONZALEZ
Head of Fraud and Security at BICS, Chair i3Forum Fraud Fight
Group
“A multi-layer approach is absolutely key and one of
those layers… the regulators are key in this because they
allow these possible interactions between different
parties to happen properly, they can also help follow
these money flows and they can also help enable right
technology.”
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To click or not to click?
Thank you for watching.

Join the debate. Share your thoughts on twitter
#ClickOrNoClick

